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My dear General,

It is with great diffidence that so humble an individual as myself address myself to the Qur of these Revolutions. Yet I cannot refuse myself the pleasure of congratulating our Lord on his final triumph. How has America reclaimed herself in the eyes of the world—wiping off the stigma of her last attempt in the sublime achievements of this July. How does every heart in Europe respond to the mighty voice, which thunders in your Bethel? His bidding the world to fear. In that sound is said one by one the nations take all the...
and mine will not be the last. May England imitate your energy in its moderation and decision. Here is great hope that any change created among us, will be original with the Government. Our King is desirous of benefitting, careless of opinions, learning through family connections to the Liberal party. We will willingly accede to any measures for the good of the people. But our position is critical and dreadful—how will course of measures can annihilate the debt? and to reduce the taxation, which crosses the very vitals of the suffering population of this country. Perfect a woman, my dear and most excellent friend, for submitting these observations. I was the wife of a man—when the opinions you express

To which you were the martyr and are the ornament; and to sympathize with measures which would have been matter of much delight to him, address to me a word but—while I dearly feel my incapacity to understand that such high subjects, I rejoice that the cause to which Shelley's life was devoted, is carried with triumph.

Your amiable family and friends must have almost forgotten a tome, this come among you under circumstances, for so short a time, and so long ago— but that one day it will be my fate to visit you again; meanwhile I feel satisfaction in remembering that sick I make myself and I was then in Paris—yet there I become occasion to with its most illustrious citizen and feel I owe your having continued with Latif the most respectfully Yrs Mack Shelley
In the

General for Congress
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